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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
ASPECTS OF THE TRANSPLANTATION, STORAGE AND
MAINTAINANCE OF CORALS (MONTASTRAEA

FAVEOLATA, ACROPORA CERVICORNIS AND A. PALMATA)
FOR THE PURPOSES OF RESTORATION
by
Lillian C. Becker
Florida International University, 2002
Miami, Florida
Professor Erich Mueller, Co-Major Professor
Professor Walter Goldberg, Co-Major Professor
The purpose of this study is to explore aspects of coral transplantation for restoration.
Montastraeafaveolatacores of 2.54 and 5.0 cm were stored in aquaria, on an array

and on the substrate. Survival on the array and substrate were 100% for 12 and 11
months respectively. Branches of Acropora cervicornis had 75.0 % survival on the
substrate and 91.7% on the array. Disease caused mortality for the A. cervicornis and
the 2.54 cm cores in the aquaria but not for the 5.0 cm cores. Growth was significantly

higher for A. cervicornisand A. palmata branches stored on an array than in an open
seawater system. The storage type affected growth patterns of both species. M.
faveolata fed three times/week increased in surface area significantly more than those
fed once and twice/week. Corals fed once per week significantly increased their polyp

density. Corals had intermittent respiration while under sub-aerial conditions.
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This work reported here explores different aspects of coral transplantation
for the purposes of coral reef restoration from physical injury. The "dry method"
of transporting coral colonies, the effects of varied feeding regimes on coral
colonies in storage, and different methods to store corals to be used for
explantation, the use of fragments of a coral colony for transplantation, are
examined. Explantation is the extraction of a branch, core, or skirt fragment of a
donor colony to start a new colony.
Coral Reef Health
There is accumulating evidence of a decline in the health of the world's
coral reef ecosystems. As early as 1975, Johannes noted Caribbean-wide stress of
corals due to sediment loads. Dustan and Halas (1987) showed a decline in
abundance, species diversity, and evenness as the result of sedimentation and
disease in Carysfort Reef, Key Largo, Florida including shifts in vertical
distribution of coral species and/or reduction in mean colony size. Williams and
Bunkley-Williams (1990) found an increase in frequency and severity of
bleaching events worldwide. This increased frequency gives corals less time to
recover between each event with the eventual possibility of no recovery. Porter
and Meier (1992) used repeated, multiple photoquadrats along the Florida Keys to
show that the corals on the reefs are declining in percent cover and species
diversity. Bak and Nieuwland (1993) found a significant decrease in coral cover
and colony number between 1973-1983 and 1983-1992 in shallow reefs in
Cuagao and Bonaire, respectively. Species richness decreased in shallow and deep
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reefs for both time periods, as well. Hughes (1994) showed that from 1977 to
1993, coral cover in Jamaica decreased from 52 to 3% and algal cover increased
from 4 to 92%. The zonation of Goreau's (1959) reefs no longer exists.
There are many human activities connected to the decline in coral reef
health. These include pollution related to industry and domestic wastes (Bak and
Elgershuizen 1976; Elgershuizen and de Kruijf 1976; Thompson and Bright 1977;
Galzin 1981; Rodriguez 1981; Szmant-Froelich et al. 1981; Chavez et al. 1985;
Dodge and Szmant 1985; Goenaga 1991; Idechong 1999; Idjadi and Edmunds
1999; Le Tissier and Bown 1999); sedimentation (Johannes 1975; Dustan and
Halas 1987; Abraham 1999; Edward 1999); sedimentation from dredging (Galzin
1981; Howard and Brown 1984; Goenaga 1991; Edward 1999); disease (Dustan
and Halas 1987; Porter and Meier 1992); and thermal pollution (Neudecker 1981;
Goenaga 1991). Anchoring, military activities (Rogers et al. 1978), fishing with
bleach and explosives (Gil-Navia et al. 1999), and overfishing (Goenaga 1991;
McClanahan 1997) are also thought to contribute to the decline of the health of
the coral through increased turbidity, siltation, nutrient elevation, and physical
destruction. Corals are also harvested for the aquarium industry (Brown 1996;
Delbeek and Sprung 1994; Carlson 1987, 1999), building materials (Clark and
Edwards 1994) and for betel nut lime (Bowden-Kirby 1999a,b).
There is also the direct impact on corals due to vessels running aground. In
1994, there were 550 reported grounding cases in the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary. Because of the cumulative effect of different sources of
degradation of coral health, it is important that all efforts be made to restore
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physical damage to coral reefs where the cause has been identified and removed,
such as with vessel groundings.
Disease - Disease is any impairment of an organism's vital functions or

systems, including interruption, cessation, proliferation, or other malfunction
(Santavy and Peters 1997). The first noticed coral diseases, plague, black band
and white band, were documented in the 1970's (Antonius 1973, 1977, 1981;
Dustin 1977; Gladfelter et al. 1977; Ducklow and Mitchell 1979 a,b). Since these
first reports, there has been a steady increase in reports of coral diseases possibly
caused by human activities (Bak and Criens 1981; Knowlton et al. 1981; Rogers
and Salesky 1981; Gladfelter 1982; Peters et al. 1983; Ramos-Flores 1983;
Rutzler and Santavy 1983; van Duyl 1983; Peters 1984, 1993, 1997; Ritchie and
Smith 1995; Smith and Ritchie 1995; Richardson 1996, 1997; Carlton and
Richardson 1995; Santavy and Peters 1997; Aronson and Precht 1999). These
include bleaching (Brown 1987; Szmant and Gassman 1990; Williams and
Bunkley-Williams 1990; Peters 1997); white plague (Dustan 1977); white plague
type II (Richardson et al. 1998; Richardson et al. 1999); and white pox (Patterson
unpub. man.).
Natural Reef Recovery - The time it takes for a reef to recover naturally

from damage depends on the location and extent of the damage, recruitment,
subsequent perturbations, and what criteria are used to define fully recovered.
Small areas of damage of only a few square meters may not even be noticeable
within a year. In contrast, large-scale recovery is a long-term process. Coral
recruitment in widespread damage areas is slow when there are no fragments or
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colonies for local colonization. Stoddart (1969) predicted that it might take 20-25
years for the reefs most damaged by storms in British Honduras to recover. This
estimate was extended to 60-100 years in a later survey of the same area (Stoddart
1974). Stoddart (1974) eventually concluded that the average recovery period
along the British Honduran coast might be 30 years and might be related to the
average period of time between major hurricanes. However long it takes for a
coral reef to recover from hurricanes or other physical damage, it is years to
decades.
Human disturbances are another matter that may extend the recovery time

or even jeopardize the recovery of the reefs from the damage (Pearson 1981).
Human assistance in recovery, particularly in the cases of known anthropogenic
causes such as a ship grounding, is appropriate to mitigate the length of time of
recovery.

Defining "recovery" of a coral reef is arbitrary. It is impossible to return a
reef to the condition it was before a ship has run aground. A certain amount of
damage control and restoration may be necessary to assist the process of recovery.
Reefs with low diversity and relief that are seldom visited by tourists may be
considered restored with substrate stabilization and the righting and attachment of
the larger surviving coral colonies. In contrast, high relief spur and groove
formations with high diversity and a large number of visitors (i.e., Looe Key, FL,
USA) can not be considered recovered until all evidence of the incident is gone
(spurs rebuilt, corals transplanted, and other biota recolonized). However, there

seldom is baseline data of the grounding site to use as a guide, though this
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situation is improving (Brown et al. 1999; Bruckner and Bruckner 1999; Call

1999; Castro 1999; Chiappone and Sullivan Sealey 1999; Dokken et al. 1999;
Faure et al. 1999; Fisher and Banks 1999; Garz6n-Ferreira et al. 1999; Ginsburg
et al. 1999; Haskell 1999; Hodgson 1999; Holden and LeDrew 1999; Hourigan
1999; Jaap 1999). The recovery to the level of the surrounding substrate or similar
habitat is usually used to guide the process of restoration (Pearson 1981).
Coral Transplantation
Coral transplants can be used to accelerate the recovery of a reef. By
transplanting corals that have reached a size that has a high rate of survival, some
substrate complexity can be artificially established and the recovery process of the
reef given a head start. Transplanting corals can also immediately provide shelter
and substrate for colonization by other biota in the ecosystem. Transplantation of
corals has been suggested as a viable, and possibly essential, methodology of
expediting the recovery of a damaged or degraded coral reef (Rinkevich 1995;
Miller et al. 1993). Transplantation of coral colonies has been widely employed
for restoration projects and research (Maragos 1974; Bouchon et al. 1981; Hudson
et al. 1989; Clark and Edwards 1994; Clark 1996; Goreau and Hilbertz 1996;
Hudson and Goodwin 1996; Jaap et al. 1996; Munoz-Chagin 1996; van Treeck
and Schuhmacher 1997) as well as fragments (Yap and Gomez 1984, 1985;
Plucer-Rosario and Randall 1987; Guzman 1991; Yap et al. 1992; Bowden-Kerby
1996; Garcia et al. 1996; Oren and Benayahu 1997; Lindahl 1998). The
techniques for removal, transportation and re-attachment are fairly straight
forward although varying degrees of success have been reported. Reasons for
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failure may include transport stress, inappropriate species for the restoration site,
obtaining donor colonies from an incompatible habitat, poor attachment or
subsequent loss in high-energy settings.

Plucer-Rosario and Randall (1987) experimented with transplantation as a
method of preserving rare species. Pavonacactus, Leptoseris gardineri,and

Montiporapulcherrimawere transplanted from areas of stress caused by heated
water discharge from power plants and turbidity from real estate development.

The colonies were moved to undeveloped areas. The colonies that were
transplanted as entire colonies as well as those broken up into shards or nubbins
had varied success ranging from 0 to 93.3% survival. Transplantation may be a
viable method of preserving endangered coral species.
Maintaining genetic diversity is essential for the maintenance of stability

in ecosystems (Tilman and Downing 1994). However, if limited sources
necessitate the use of asexually budded transplants, maintaining genetic diversity
may be difficult. Rarity is a concern for the survival of several species (Miller et
al. 1993, Plucer-Rosario and Randall 1987). Fucik et al. (1984) and Richmond
and Hunter (1990) have moved gravid colonies. Gravid colonies could allow
planktonic coral larvae to be introduced into areas in the reefs that were
previously inaccessible because of local water movement, currents, tides and/or
highly stressed areas (Rinkevich 1995). This strategy would work well with
brooding species that release highly developed planulae (Rinkevich and Loya
1979, Johnson 1992) and in coral species with a short planktonic life (reviewed in
Harrison and Wallace 1990; Gleason and Brazeau 1999). The planulae of such
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species are likely to have short dispersal distances and will colonize barren areas.

This would only be appropriate if the brooding species were found in the
restoration site before the grounding or, perhaps, if this were the only source of

coral cover available. It would be necessary to bring in colonies from different
areas so that the genetic composition in the restoration area would be varied. This
could mitigate a complete loss of the introduced corals if disease should become a
factor.
Collection of reproductive products may be used for broadcasting species.
These can be collected in the field (Rinkevich and Loya 1979) or from spawning
corals that have been transplanted to aquaria (Yates and Carlson 1993).
Settlement could then be manipulated to take place onto transferable objects such
as dead coral, shells, or artificial material that were made available to the planulae

in aquaria. The new colonies can then be transferred to the reef site (Harrison and
Wallace 1990). Birthisel et al. (1999) carried out a similar technique in the field
using tent-like structures to encourage the planulae to settle onto predetermined
piles of live rock stored on the sand.
Culture of fast-growing species, such as the acroporids, under optimal

conditions may also be useful in producing coral stocks for restoration. Acropora
palmata and A. cervicornis are being considered for the endangered species list. If
standing stocks of acroporids can be established, this might be useful in
preserving such Caribbean corals that have suffered high mortality over the past
two decades due to white band disease, bleaching and predation. Colonies that are

still surviving may be more resistant to the conditions causing the mortality since
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they exist in the same conditions that killed their conspecific neighbors. The
colonies may eventually be used as donors to reintroduce the species to other

reefs from which they have disappeared.
TransportingCorals - Restoration efforts involving transplantation
require transportation of the corals, possibly over long distances. Researchers and
aquariasts have typically transported corals by the "wet method". This normally
consists of keeping the colony in water in a sealed plastic bag, cooler or other
container filled with seawater (Davies 1980,1984; Hudson and Diaz 1988,
Leletkin et al. 1993). This method is used to avoid exposing the corals to air and
possible stress from the exposure. However, wet, unsecured colonies may make
them more susceptible to physical damage from movement caused by transport
than if the polyps were closed and the colonies padded. Transport has been
identified as a source of damage to transplanted coral specimens (Yap and Gomez

1985; Coles and Jokiel 1977).
Some researchers have been using variations on the dry method to

transport the corals where corals are kept moist in plastic bags (D. Allemand pers.
com. to E. Mueller) and reported success for up to 72 hours. Carlson (1987, 1999)
wraps corals in wet strips of plastic for transport periods of up to 24 hours. Becker
and Mueller (in press) placed coral colonies into plastic bags with approximately
10-30ml of seawater (depending on the size of the colony) while placing them in a
cooler padded with bubble wrap and/or newspaper. One or two ice blocks are
added as needed to keep the temperature low while in transit by boat or car. These

corals have been out of the water 1-3 hours at a time. Becker and Mueller (in
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press) transported Montastraeafaveolata, Acropora cervicornis, and A. palmata
with no apparent ill effects in movement from the field to aquaria in the lab and

vice versa. When placed into the aquaria, the polyps remain retracted, but they
open and function within two hours and will feed on Artemia if offered. There is
no visible tissue loss.
The dry transport method works but no one has investigated how and why
it does. This study is the first to examine respiration while under transport

conditions.
Keeping and Feeding Corals - There are several reasons besides aesthetics
for keeping corals in aquaria. One is to culture corals for experimentation. This
allows control of conditions under which corals are kept and allow multiple corals

of the same genetic makeup to be asexually produced for controlled experiments.
Another reason would be raising corals for the aquarium trade, which could
mitigate the taking of "wild" corals from the reef system for home aquaria. Corals

could also be rescued from a reef damaged by a vessel impact so that they may be
used in the reef's eventual restoration.

Closed systems offer the potential to provide corals with optimum growth
conditions. Although optimum light and temperatures are fairly well established
for reef corals, optimization of feeding regimes is not well established. Corals
have the ability to feed at two trophic levels (Johannes 1974; Trench 1979). They
feed autotrophically from translocated photosynthetic products produced by

endosymbiotic xoozanthellae (Muscatine and Hand 1958; Lewis and Smith 1971).
Corals have been known to live with little or no feeding because of the
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photosynthetic products (Muscatine et al. 1983; Achituv and Dubinski 1990;

Sebens 1997a). Kawaguti (1965) did not feed Oulastrea cripata for 15 months
and they grew and three other species of corals in his care did the same for 3
months. Corals also feed themselves heterotrophically through prey capture of
zooplankton in the water column, suspension feeding, ciliary-mucoid feeding and
absorption of dissolved organic matter (Muscatine 1973). Yonge and Nicholls
(1931) showed that fed corals grew and starved corals shrank in live tissue area.
Porter (1974) found an insufficient amount of zooplankton in the water column to
feed corals while Coles (1969) found that some corals in lab studies were capable
of capturing enough plankton to satisfy their respiration requirements three to four
times over.
The nutritional needs and contribution of zooxanthellae are thought to
vary from species to species (Johannes et al. 1970; Porter 1976). Porter (1974)
estimated that 0.2 to 10% of the energy required by Montastraeacavernosa was

from zooplankton and the rest from zooxanthellae. Johannes and Tepley (1974)
calculated that 90% of the respiration energy of Porites lobata was from

zooxanthellae. Franzisket (1970) found that large-polyped corals were better at
catching zooplankton and had lower rates of metabolism than their small-polyped
counterparts and so were less dependent on their zooxanthellae for carbon. The
small-polyped corals, because of their poorer prey capture abilities, probably are
more dependent on their symbionts for carbon. Corals are usually nitrogen limited

or carbon limited in low light or flow (Sebens 1997b). Zooxanthellae recycle
nitrogenous wastes and remove inorganic nitrogen from the surrounding seawater
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(Muscatine 1973; Sebens 1997). However, this is thought not to be enough to

sustain coral growth (Sebens 1987). Any need for nitrogen, phosphorus or other
nutrient not supplied by the zooxanthellae may be supplied from zooplankton
capture (Muscatine review 1973; Sebens 1987; Johnson and Sebens 1993).
Nutrients may also be obtained with the ingestion of dead or "moribund" animal

matter (Yonge 1968).
This study examined growth of Montastraeafaveolataunder different

feeding regimes using M.faveolata, a major reef building coral of the Caribbean
that is often utilized in restoration projects. An optimal feeding regime would
increase growth rates thus minimizing grow out time in aquaria.

TransplantingCorals - When conducting reef restoration, care must be
taken to minimize the impact of removing corals from the donor site. Simply
transplanting whole colonies from one site to another impacts the donor site. By
generating several small colonies from a larger colony while leaving the majority
of the donor coral intact, the complexity of the donor site can be preserved.

Careful fragmentation or explantation can do this. Disease and agents of
bioerosion can be excluded from entering the skeleton of the donor colonies by
protecting the wounds caused by the fragmentation with epoxy or clay.
Harvesting fragments as small as possible, while maintaining a high rate of
survival when explanted, can also minimize damage (Gleason 1999). Minimal
size may also make it possible to explant more starter colonies to the grounding

site. Bouchon et al. (1981) transported 42 colonies belonging to 21 genera onto an
artificial reef in an area devoid of coral reefs. One year later, 64% of the
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transplanted colonies survived and 16 newly settled colonies belonging to six
genera were present.
Different methods of attachment of coral transplants to substrate have

been tried. Yap and Gomez (1984,1985) experimented with tires and concrete
flagstones as coral attachment bases rather than attaching the corals directly to the

reef. They found no significant difference in growth rates for the transplants as
compared to the controls that were shammed. Harriott and Fisk (1988)
documented total mortality of hard corals after a cyclone that occurred 9 months
after transplantation in Australia. Clark and Edwards (1994) examined coral
transplants in studies on three different artificial reef formations. They reported
76.6%, 62.0%, and 67.0% survival rates. Goreau and Hilbertz (1996) successfully
transplanted coral fragments onto artificial reefs that were created through
precipitation of limestone and magnesium by seawater electrolysis. MuozChagin (1996) carried out an ambitious transplantation experiment. A pier was to

be built on Cozumel Island, Mexico. From April to October 1995, 23,000 sessile
animals, including 2,400 corals and 600 sponges, were moved from the
construction site of the pier to 34 artificial marine habitats in the form of small
artificial reefs. Even after Hurricane Roxanne, the mortality was less than 3% for
these transplants. Dodge et al. (1999) removed and reattached corals that were on
an outfall pipe that needed maintenance after Hurricane Andrew.

Other studies have examined methods of affixing transplants. Several
researchers favor use of epoxies for attaching corals to the substrate or to artificial
bases (Plucer-Rosario and Randall 1987; Garcia et al. 1996; Jaap et al. 1996; Yap
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and Gomez 1984,1985; Yap et al. 1992). In this manner coral nubbins have been
attached successfully to terracotta bricks (Plucer-Rosario and Randall 1987) and
tires (Yap and Gomez 1984, 1985; Yap et al. 1992). Garcia et al. (1996) found by
direct comparison that epoxy provided a more stable attachment method than
tying fragments of Acroporapalmata with cord to dead coral or poles. Jaap et al.

(1996) drilled holes into the substrate and the bottom of the colony then inserted
stainless steel pins into corresponding holes to increase the stability of the
cementation.
In some cases, coral pieces were simply scattered on the sea floor. PlucerRosario and Randall (1987) found that coral nubbins placed without attachment
on the sea floor had a much lower survival rate than attaching the nubbins to
bricks. Bowden-Kerby (1996, 1999) found that survival of corals transplanted
onto sand was size-dependent. All pieces of Acropora cervicornis 8-12 cm died

(n=160) while 95% of those >30cm survived (n=60). The survival rate was high
for all sizes of A. cervicornis transplanted onto rubble-covered reef flats, even
those <5cm in length. The presence of solid substrate was an advantage to the
coral's survival. He had better success with relatively larger branches of A.
cervicornis and A. prolifera placed on reef flat rubble and back reefs (Bowden-

Kerby 1999a,b). Plucer-Rosario and Randall (1987), using a similar technique,
simply placed full-grown coral colonies on the bottom. This was successful but
they recommended attaching the colonies to the substrate in future studies for ease
of identification and location, especially since dead colonies blended into the
surrounding environment.
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Cements of different types and configurations have also been used. Clark

(1996) placed the bases of coral colonies into bags of cement and simply set them
out to simulate a stable attachment. Hudson et al. (1989) made concrete domes to
which 11 species of hard coral and 10 species of soft coral were cemented using a

mixture of silica sand, Chattahoochee gravel and Portland Type II cement.
Hudson and Goodwin (1996) righted toppled Dendrogyra cylindrus (pillar coral)
by embedding their bases in cement-filled boreholes drilled into the reef. Graham
and Fitzgerald (1999) devised an attachment method using expansion anchors and
threaded rods. In addition to anchoring to the substrate, this method allows the
infauna to continue to inhabit the underside of the coral without killing them as
might happen with epoxy or cement.
Mortality of coral transplants from stingrays in Pohnpei sand flats made it
necessary for Bowden-Kerby (1996) to attach transplants to wire frames. Iliff et
al. (1999) tied A. palmata to the reef with some success (except for invasion by

the sponge Cliona sp).
Firm attachment was not always the goal for of the method used. Clark
(1996) screwed hooks into the bases of colonies and attached the corals to the
substrate with ropes through the hooks to simulate a loose attachment in the wild.
Injury - Transplantation may cause injury to coral tissue. Corals have a

limited energy budget and tissue regeneration is an energy-demanding process
(Meesters 1992). Tissue damage is normally repaired in two steps: 1)
undifferentiated tissue covers over the wound, and 2) polyps, pigment, and
skeletal structures are subsequently formed. If the coral has to expend energy for
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attachment, lesions may heal more slowly. Slower rates of tissue regeneration

leave the coral open to potential invasion by bacteria, algae, and boring
organisms, potentially decreasing the chances for long-term survival. However,
once recovery has been completed the coral's chances of survival, growth, and

reproduction come within the range of similarly injured nontransplants (Clark
1996). Since smaller wounds have a more successful healing rate than larger
wounds (Meesters et al. 1994; Meesters et al. 1997; Meesters et al. 1997; Croquer
et al. 1999), smaller transplants would be more desirable for the health and
recovery of the donor colony.
The recovery of coral transplants is affected by environmental conditions,
and these must be considered when moving colonies or creating transplants.
Recovery from injury depends on species, degree of sedimentation, extent of
bleaching, and extent of tissue damage (Bak and Criens 1981, Bak 1983, Meesters
et al. 1992). The redirection of energy toward healing can affect growth and
reproduction as well as the ability to fight adverse conditions in the environment
such as fluctuations in temperature. For example, during a bleaching event in the
Philippines Acropora hyacinthus and Pocilloporadamicornistransplants
bleached much more extensively than the controls that were not transplanted;

likewise, mortality was much higher in transplants than in controls (Yap et al
1992). Clark (1996) found that transplant success also depends on environmental
conditions at the recipient site (as well as coral species). When corals were

deliberately injured and transplanted from a sheltered to a higher energy wave
environment, damage repair was slowest at the most exposed locations. Even the
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colonies that recovered began to exhibit tissue degeneration later, perhaps due to
the combined effect of wave action and suspended particles on the coral (Clark
1996). The energy expense of continuous tissue repair could have been too much

for the corals. Clark (1996) also found that tissue repair capacity differs among
species. Porites lobata appeared to initially repair lesions of the same size and
depth more slowly than Favia speciosa and Goniastreaaspera.
Injuries also occur during transportation as the coral comes into contact
with other corals or with the transport container (Clark, 1996). Yap and Gomez

(1985) concluded that when transplants were compared with controls the only
discernible cause of increased mortality lay in the breakage, handling, and
attachment of the transplanted colonies.
Yap et al. (1992) found that Pocilloporadamicornistransplants had a high
mortality rate during the first year from injury inflicted during the transplant

process, but, the remaining corals survived well the following year. PlucerRosario and Randall (1987) found that whole transplanted colonies survived
better than shards and nubbins that were broken from a larger coral colony. Whole
colonies of Pavona cactus survived at the rate of 26.6% in contrast to 6.0% of
shards. Whole Montiporapulcherrima survived at the rate of 10.0% in contrast to

0.0% of shards.
Yap and Gomez (1985) found that the health of transplanted colonies was
affected by the time of year of the transplant. In the Philippines, transplantation
during the cool months and well before the onset of the warm months was more
successful than for those transplanted during the warm months.
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Yap and Gomez (1985) also found that growth rates of transplants appear
to have been suppressed where the amount of resuspended sediment was greater.
Removal of sediment from the coral surface has an energy cost (Dodge et al.

1974). The presence of sediment itself decreases the amount of light (Rogers
1979), and interferes with the acquisition of planktonic food (Bak 1978). Yap and
Gomez (1984) also found that transplant and nontransplant growth was positively
correlated with temperature (but not significantly correlated with day length). The
health of the transplants was not affected by the proximity to the parent colony.
Hudson (1981) demonstrated that temperature, among other factors, was a
consideration when choosing sites for transplantation. He found that Montastraea
annularis experienced full mortality when transplanted to near-shore waters

where temperature was <14°C due to runoff from land.
Other Factors - It is important to choose which species to transplant
carefully. Clark and Edwards (1994) found Favia sp., Favites sp., and Porites sp.
to be difficult to work with. They state that they would not have chosen these
species if they had been more selective in choosing which species to use. It was
never mentioned why these species were difficult to work with.
Yap et al. (1992) discuss how possible differences in life cycle strategies
of transplanted corals may influence how well a coral can be expected to survive.
They hypothesize that the life cycle of A. hyacinthus shows a tendency toward a
high r-mode strategy with rapid growth but high mortality. This strategy may
make this species less appropriate for transplantation. Since A. hyacinthus had
been observed releasing gametes into the water, its reproductive strategy may rely
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more on gametes than budding, consequently, colony transplantation may not be
necessary (Yap et al. 1992). P.frondifera had the highest growth rates and no

mortality. This coral exhibited the best response to transplantation. Finally, P.
damicornis has an intermediate growth strategy and a relatively high mortality.

The transplants fared poorly in the initial part of the experiment though they
appeared to recover after a year.
Orientation of the transplanted coral may be a factor to consider for the

coral's survival when attached to a surface. Branches of Acropora pulcha were
laid flat onto tires by Yap and Gomez (1984, 1985). The light exposure that
particular branches had been subjected to was altered from that of the parent
colony. The new growth grew upward and not toward in the same orientation as

the parent branch. The change in light exposure may be the difference between
success and failure of the transplants to acclimate and survive.
Culture
Since we know that corals can be transplanted, the next question is
whether or not corals can be cultivated by some "farming" technique so that
colonies can be transplanted with a minimum amount of destruction to a donor

site. Rinkevich (1995) sees coral farming, both in aquaria and in sheltered coves,
as a method to create a stock of corals to be transplanted to the wild. This would
be very useful in the in the Florida Keys, where there are relatively few potential
donor populations of large adult colonies available for transplanting to grounding
sites. Multiple explants could be obtained from the farmed corals through
fragmentation.
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Cultured corals can be used for experimentation as well as transplantation

to restoration sites (Jaubert 1989, 1991; Adey 1983; Jaubert et al. 1996). The
European Ocanographic Centre at Monoco (Jaubert et al. 1996) has been very
successful in growing many species of Indo-Pacific corals.
Atkinson et al. (1995) reported that the Waikiki Aquarium has maintained
cultures of living corals in semi-closed systems since 1980. The collection
presently includes 57 species of scleractinian corals raised in an outdoor, opensystem "coral farm". The aquarium distributed 269 fragments to public aquariums
and researchers in the U. S. in 1996 (Carlson 1996, 1999). Borneman and Lowrie
(1999) tell of over 150 species of scleractinians cultivated successfully. If this
success could be accomplished with most species, corals could be grown in
rearing facilities, and then transplanted to denuded reefs, ship grounding sites, or
to artificial reefs, requiring but a limited number of corals or coral pieces from
natural reefs.
Based on the observation that corals are spawning in the Waikiki
Aquarium tanks, raising corals from the planula larvae instead of fragments may

be possible (Carlson 1996). This could be especially important for corals that use
sexual reproduction instead of fragmentation as their primary form of
reproduction. The use of larvae might require more time to grow transplantable
colonies but this method may be less traumatic for the corals that may be shipped
great distances. The new colonies could be attached to a permanent, movable base
making it unnecessary to stress the colonies with detachment and attachment
procedures.
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Transplantation for Ship Groundings
Over the past 15 years, there have been a number of large vessel
groundings on coral reefs in the Florida Keys including the M/V Wellwood

(1984), M/V Elpis (1989), the M/V Maitland (1989), R/V Columbus Iselin
(1994), and the Contship Houston (1997). The sizes of the damaged areas range
from hundreds to thousands of square meters. Natural re-establishment of
scleractinian corals has been slow in these areas, apparently because of poor
sexual recruitment and/or post-settlement survival. Aronson and Swanson (1997)
showed that after 10 years the M/V Wellwood grounding site that was not
structurally restored was biologically and statistically more similar to a
hardground than to its original spur and groove formations. Cores taken from

spurs on reefs of the Florida Keys indicate that these structures typically represent
as much as 4,000-6,500 years of coral growth (Shinn et al. 1981).
Because of the extremely long natural recovery times and the potential for

further damage to surrounding areas due to an unstable substrate and rolling
detached coral colonies, several large grounding site repair projects have been

undertaken in all of the above-named vessel sites. Priority has generally been
placed on site stabilization by re-securing large coral colonies, removing loose
rubble or covering it with concrete matting, and structural restoration to prevent
further erosion (Curtis 1985; Hudson and Diaz 1988). Hard substrates in the Keys
are typically a veneer of cemented limestone overlying unconsolidated reefal
material. Thus, damage to the limestone veneer allows erosion of adjacent areas,
consequently enlarging the original damage area. Recently, Hurricane Georges
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was estimated to have doubled the size of the R/V Columbus Iselin grounding site

at Looe Key prior to structural restoration (NOAA 1999; R. Spadoni and C.
Kruempel, pers. com.).

Site restoration goals have not been defined on a uniform basis. At
locations where tourist visitation is low, stabilization of large coral colonies and

the substrate has been considered sufficient. In the case of the R/V Columbus
Iselin restoration, the site is a spur-and-groove formation with high visitor use.
Here, reconstruction/stabilization and aesthetic appeal are the principal concerns.
Some attempts have been made to address restoration of reef function, largely
through transplantation of corals and other major benthic fauna. The surrounding
substrate or similar habitat must be used as a guide for restoration because the

nature of the pre-impact community composition is seldom available (Pearson
1981).
To minimize damage to donor colonies, I examined the effect of size on
viability of M.faveolata explants (annulariscomplex; Knowlton et al. 1992), one

of the major reef-building corals in the Caribbean. The advantages and
disadvantages of closed aquaria, open systems and other means of holding and
culturing coral explants were explored. In cases where reef damage requires timeconsuming assessment, engineering and structural restoration, such approaches
could be useful for maintaining the viability of coral fragments generated during

the damage.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Respiration in Sub-Aerial Conditions
Coral Collection and Preparation- As colonies were selected for these
experiments, they were assigned a letter name (A, B, C...) and their explants
assigned the corresponding letter and number (A1, A2, A3...). Three colonies of
Montastraeafaveolatawere haphazardly selected from an offshore patch reef just

east of the Looe Key Special Use Area in the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, on February 3, 1999 (Figure 1) and designated K, L, and M. These
colonies appeared to be healthy and were over a meter tall with ample area
available for explantation. Fragments were broken off from the skirts (the bottom
section of the colony that flares out from the substrate) with hammer and chisel.
The fragments were transported back to Pigeon Key Marine Research
Center by the dry method (Carlson 1987, 1999; Becker and Mueller, in press).
Corals were collected and placed into plastic bags. Once on the surface, all but a
small amount of water (20-50 ml) was poured out of the bags. The openings of the
bags were folded over and the coral placed in a cooler with either wadded
newspaper or bubble wrap for padding. One or two pieces of reusable ice blocks
were placed on top to prevent overheating. Several pieces were too large for the
plastic bags available and were wrapped in wet bubble wrap.
The skirt fragments from each colony were placed in separate closed

aquaria (567.75 liters each) set up following the Jaubert (1989, 1991)
MicroceanTM system. Lighting was provided by 1000 watt metal halide lamps
(5500K) at -350 pmol photons m-2 s-1 near the bottom on a 12hr light/12hr dark
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cycle. Temperature was set at 270 C but varied from 25 to 30

0

C due to an

unreliable electrical source.
The day after transport, fragments from each colony were cut into twelve
5 x 5cm pieces with a wet brick saw using seawater for lubricant. The pieces were
trimmed of encrusting and boring organisms from the underside of each piece.

Two days later the bare skeleton on the sides and bottoms of the squares were
patted dry and coated with epoxy. The epoxy prevented encrusting organisms
from attaching to the skeleton, which are difficult, if not impossible, to clean.
Identifying marks were carved into the epoxy and the corals were placed on
underwater paper in a pan of seawater until it hardened. The marked samples were

then returned to the aquaria. Applying the epoxy took two days to accomplish.
The corals were then prepared for a feeding experiment (see below) which began
a week later and ran for 10 weeks. Sixteen weeks later the respiration
measurements reported in this thesis were performed on 24 of the same corals.

The corals were fed Artemia nauplii (brine shrimp) once a week for the
intervening weeks and during this experiment.
Manometer Construction - Two incubation chambers were constructed

from glass jars with hard plastic lids. Two holes were drilled into the lids to fit a
thermometer and a Iml-glass pipette, marked in 0.025 ml segments. Short
sections of aquarium tubing lubricated with vacuum grease were used as gaskets
and sealant, respectively, around the thermometer, pipette and under the jar lids.
The jars and lids were masked with aluminum tape to block out light, preventing
photosynthesis by the zooxanthellae. Flexible opaque sheets of plastic were taped
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around the thermometers and pipettes next to the chamber to prevent light from

entering through the pipette or thermometer. After construction, the chambers
were tested for air-tightness by submerging the chamber except for the open end
of the pipette in water and gently blowing into the pipette and watching for

bubbles. A one-pound lead dive weight was placed in the jar to keep it from
floating and a 2-3-pound weight was placed on either side of the jars for
stabilization in the water bath (Figure 2).
Experimental Procedure- Encrusting organisms were scraped while

submerging samples into a pan of seawater. Two of the -5 cm2 coral samples
from the same colony were used in each experimental replication to increase

surface area. Some of the corals had grown over the sides of the epoxy making
them difficult to handle without damaging the tissue. When a choice was
necessary, the cleaning was not as thorough to avoid damaging the coral tissue.
Each coral was placed in a seawater-rinsed plastic bag with approximately 10-20

ml seawater remaining to keep the coral moist. The opening of the bag was
loosely folded over the top so that the water would not run out but so that air
could be exchanged. The corals were placed into the chambers along with a
plastic vial with holes drilled in it filled with soda lime to absorb CO 2 . A
temperature logger (Onset Optic StowAway) was also placed into the chamber to
record the temperature every minute. After wetting the inside of the pipette with

distilled water, to facilitate the movement of the soap bubble, the lid was screwed
on without the thermometer inserted. An outward movement of the water in the
pipette upon insertion of the thermometer was confirmation of the airtight seal. As
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a further confirmation of a good seal, the pipette was gently blown into to check

for leaks. The chamber was carefully placed into the water bath.
Temperature and air pressure were allowed to equalize for one hour after
which a bubble of soapy water was placed into the end of the pipette. The pipette

was then observed and the distance and time of the movements of the bubble were
recorded. To mitigate the effect of surface tension on the initiation of movement
of the soap bubble, the end of a section of flexible aquarium tubing was placed
over the end of the pipette while the other end was gently blown into. This pushed
the bubble past the point where the surface tension may have been preventing the

bubble from moving. This method was also used to periodically "redampen" the
pipette to keep dry spots within the pipette from hindering the movement of the
soap bubble. When the bubble moved toward the chamber, indicating the soda
lime was adsorbing CO 2, the start time was noted so that the temperature recorded

by the logger could be used in volume calculations. Since respiration was not
constant and did not occur at regular intervals, the apparatus had to be watched
constantly. At times, the beginning of the movement was missed. In this case, the
remaining distance traveled was timed with a stopwatch and measured. The
distance that the bubble traveled before timing began was included in the total
volume 02 consumed, but not in the rate calculations.

A control chamber without corals was also placed in the water bath to
observe the influences of temperature and barometric pressure on the volume of
air. If the bubble in the control chamber showed movement when the
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experimental chambers moved, the measurement was deemed suspect and not

used.
For each experiment, the corals were kept in the chamber for a total of
eight hours. After this period, the corals were returned to the aquarium and

observed. There were two runs for each pair of corals, one at 27°C then at 25°C.
All of the 27°C experiments were completed before attempting those at lower
temperatures. This gave the corals at least 12 days to stabilize from any effects of
the first run.

Photographs were taken with a digital camera (Kodak DC 260 Zoom) of
the top and all four sides of each coral were taken within 4 days of its run in the
chamber. These images were analyzed using Paint (Microsoft), Photoshop
(Adobe) and Scion Image (NIH) for polyp count and area measurement of each
coral's tissue.

Calculations- The rate of respiration was calculated by the following
formula:

(vol * 60) * (bp) * (273)
760 T+273
t

A

[equation 1]
where vol is the measured and timed volume of 02 consumed ( l), bp is
barometric pressure (mm Hg), t is time (sec), T is temperature (°C), and A is total
area (cm 2 ) of coral tissue. The barometric pressure was the average of the
encompassing hourly measurements of each measurement of pressure made by

the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration C-MAN station at
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Sombrero Reef approximately 4km away. The temperature for the calculation was
the weighted average temperature recorded over the time of the respiration event.
The area was determined from the digital images. Respiration rates, time of
respiration and volume of oxygen consumed were compared. The volume of 02

consumed was calculated by:

(voI)* (bp)
760

*

(273)

A

T + 273/

[equation 2]
adapted from equation 1. The time in the chamber after the one hour equilibration
time was divided into two 3.5h segments and compared. All comparisons were
made by ANOVA and LSD test (STATISTICA).
Growth Under Different Feeding Regimes
This experiment was performed prior to the respiration experiment using

the same 5 x 5 cm 2 M.faveolata squares. The day after the corals were cut into
squares, they were weighed by the buoyant weight method (Davies 1989, Dodge
et al. 1984) with the assumption that the density of aragonite is 2.93 (Jokiel et al.
1978). After epoxy was applied to the sides and bottoms (see above) the squares
were then weighed again and the weight of the epoxy was determined by
subtraction. The weight of the epoxy was eliminated from the calculations of air
weight.
Buoyant weight was measured using a balance placed (Mettler) on top of a
acrylic support placed on top of a 18.9 liter aquarium. The sides of the support
reduced air movement over the aquarium. A wire was hung from the scale into the
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water in the aquarium holding a acrylic platform on which the corals were placed
(Figure 3). After taring the balance, the coral was slowly placed onto the platform
in such a way as to not disturb the water any more than necessary. The water was

given 2 minutes to become still then a reading was taken. The following
calculation was used to compute the weight of the coral in air:

Ww
1

(Dw a
[equation 3]

where Ww is the weight of the coral in the water, Dw is the density of the water
in the aquarium and Da is the density of aragonite.
After a weeklong recovery period, the corals were randomly assigned to

one of three aquaria so that four squares from each colony were in each aquarium.
The corals were weighed again and pictures were taken of the live surface with a
digital camera for analysis of surface area and polyp count.
The aquaria were randomly assigned to a feeding schedule of once, twice,
or three times per week (Friday; Monday, Friday; Monday, Wednesday, Friday).
Brine shrimp were removed from the aquarium by ingestion by the corals or other

animals in the aquarium filtration system. Digestion takes 3 - 13 hours (Yonge
and Nichols 1931; Porter 1978) so the corals should have been ready to feed each
time. Since M. faveolata feeds mostly at night in the field, the corals were fed in
the evening between 1900 and 2300 after dusk.
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To ensure that the volume of each feeding was consistent, the brine shrimp
were drained in a net for at least 11 minutes before 2 ml (dry weight of 0.75g f

0.05) was scooped out for each feeding. When the Artemia were placed into the
aquaria, the pumps for the filter and the power heads for oscillation were turned
off for 30 minutes so that the water was still; this had been the method of feeding
the corals in the past in this facility. However, due to findings of increased prey
capture with water flow (Helmuth and Sebens 1993; Johnson and Sebens 1993),
the power heads were turned back on after 30 minutes, with the pumps to the
filters off, allowing oscillation in the aquaria but no filtration. This way the corals
had the opportunity to feed under both conditions.
The experiment ran for 70 days. Buoyant weights were measured at 28,
42, 56 and 70 days. Photographs were again taken with a digital camera of the top

and the four sides on the 70th day. The images were analyzed as described earlier.
Statistical comparisons were made of percent increase in polyp count, increased
area and change in polyp density. These comparisons were made by using
ANOVA and LSD post hoc test, where appropriate.
Explantation and Holding 5.1 cm M. faveolata
On 29 May 1996, three donor colonies of M. faveolata were haphazardly
selected for apparent good health and being large enough for the explantation at
an offshore patch reef within the Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary (Figure 1).
This area is now in the Looe Key Special Use Zone of the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary. Twelve 5.1cm in diameter cores were extracted from the sides

of each of the donor colonies using a pneumatic drill fitted with a diamond core
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bit. The cores were transported back to the Pigeon Key Marine Research Center
(PKMRC) in seawater-filled coolers. The holes in the donor colonies were later
filled with a mixture of epoxy and fine carbonate sand to prevent attack by

pathogenic microorganisms and bioeroders and to facilitate aesthetic recovery of
the colonies.
The cores were attached to ReefMounts (mushroom-shaped, fired ceramic

pedestals designed by E. Mueller; Figure 4) with epoxy (Devcon). The mounted
explants were then placed in an aquarium. The buoyant weight of each core and
mount were measured at that time and periodically thereafter. Before each
weighing, all organisms and their calcareous material were carefully removed
from the explants and their ReefMounts.

In May 1997, one year later, the explants were cleaned and weighed prior
to placing them in the field. Since the entire skeleton was not covered on each
core, epoxy was applied to any exposed skeleton and then each was reweighed.
Two mostly dead Montastraeamounds, designated a and b, on the Looe Key

forereef were selected as Restoration Test Sites (RTS 1 a & b; Figure 1). Each of
the explants was randomly assigned to one of the mounds, equally distributed to

one of three orientations: horizontal, vertical, and intermediate (18 cores on each
mound with 6 at each orientation). Holes were drilled in areas with no live coral
(2.54 cm diameter x 7.6 cm deep) to accommodate the stems of the ReefMounts
and their explants. Epoxy was applied sparingly so that the explants could be

removed for re-weighing.
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The corals were retrieved in May of 1998 and 1999, transported back to
PKMRC, cleaned of encrusting organisms and reweighed. A nested MANOVA

was performed, testing for treatment, mound, and orientation effects. A separate
ANOVA was performed to compare colony and treatment effects.

Field vs. Closed Aquarium Storing of M. faveolata and A. cervicornis

Growth and survival of A. cervicornis and M.faveolata in the Florida

Keys were compared using three treatments. In August 1997, twelve 2.5 cm cores
of M.faveolata were extracted from each of three colonies that were selected

haphazardly from an offshore patch reef near the Looe Key Special Use Area. The
corals were attached to ReefMounts and the volumes of the cores measured (see

below). Four explants from each donor colony were left in aquaria and the
remaining eight were taken back into the field. Four explants from each colony
were placed onto an array (5.5 m deep) within the Looe Key Special Use Zone

(RTS2). The remaining four explants from each colony were placed on a
grounding site at an inshore patch reef (RTS3; Newfound Harbor Sanctuary

Preservation Area) where holes for the ReefMounts had been drilled. ReefMounts
were placed in holes (all vertical) without any epoxy for easy retrieval. The
condition and volumes of the explants were periodically measured through May
1999.
In the field, the volumes were measured by placing the explant on a raised
level platform with an inverted funnel coming through the platform. A graduated

cup was placed over the coral that was then filled through the funnel with air from
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a regulator (Figure 5). Once filled, the cup was carefully lifted off of the coral, the
coral removed, and the cup replaced onto the platform. The amount of water in

the cup was equal to the combined volumes of the coral and the epoxy. The corals
were then reattached to the array or placed back on the reef substrate.
In November 1997, a similar protocol was employed with A. cervicornis.
Bone cutters were used to collect twelve branches (approximately 7cm long) from

each of three colonies from the same reef area as the M.faveolata cores. The
thirty-six branches were attached in an upright position to Key Largo limestone
blocks (approximately 4x 12x2 cm) with epoxy. The branches were randomly
assigned to one of three treatments: storage on the array at RTS2, in an aquarium,
or placed directly onto reef substrate without epoxy near RTS2. The volumes and
lengths of the aquarium-stored explants were measured in the laboratory.

Measurements were made in situ for field-based explants. Due to breakage, loss
and high variability in the measurements of growth rates a statistical analysis was
not performed for either species.

Survival was analyzed using the Kruskall-Wallis test (Statistica).
No Maintenance Storage of Acroporids
This experiment examined the growth of acroporids in an open seawater
system and in the field with no maintenance. In July 1997, two donor colonies of
Acropora cervicornis and two colonies of A. palmata were haphazardly selected
near Lee Stocking Island, Exumas, Bahamas. Twelve branches, each

approximately 7cm long, were collected from each colony with the use of bone
cutters. The branches were mounted with epoxy in an upright position onto PVC
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plates. The buoyant weights of the branches were measured before and after
attachment. Photographs were made of each explant using a Nikonos camera with
an extension tube. The branches were randomly assigned to one of two treatments

as follows. Six of the branches from each species were placed on a PVC frame in
a -1.5 m deep tank, part of an open seawater system. A mesh screen over part of
the tank protected the samples from the afternoon sun. The remaining branches

were placed on a stainless steel array on a patch reef near Bock Cay at a depth of
-3 m. This array was a single pole inserted into a pipe hammered into the
substrate. A cross bar attached to the upper end of the pole formed two arms.

Each arm had three additional cross pieces creating six smaller arms that held the
PVC plates. After 10 months all corals were collected, photographed, cleaned of

encrusting organisms and reweighed. The corals were then removed from their
PVC mounts, returned to near the location of their donor colony and attached to
the substrate using epoxy.
The vertical linear extension (measured from the base to the tallest point
of the coral) and maximum basal width (maximum diameter of the base) were

determined from photographs. Data were examined using ANOVA (Statistica).
One dead and two broken A. cervicornis branches were excluded from the linear
extension and CaCO 2 accretion analysis. The two broken branches were included

in the basal growth analysis.
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RESULTS
Respiration in Sub-Aerial Conditions
All the corals survived the experimental procedure at both temperatures
and showed no ill effects when returned to the aquarium. The polyps were
withdrawn, with tissue that appeared to be contracted or pulled down close to the

skeleton. Tentacles were extended within 2 hours of return to the aquarium. They
appeared to be feeding normally when fed after the experiment. Prior to the
experiment, when the corals were taken from the aquarium, there was mucus on
the tissue and on the epoxy on the sides of the square. After being in the

manometer for eight hours, the tissue was moist but there was no mucus evident
on the coral tissue or on the sides of the squares when touched.
The corals did not respire constantly but at irregular intervals for irregular
amounts of time (Figure 6). There was no significant difference between colonies
for overall respiration rates (colony K = 0.262 ± 0.170pl/min/cm 2 ; colony L =
0.145 ± 0.017p1/min/cm2; colony M = 0.470 ± 0.257p1/min/cm 2 ; Table 1). There
was also no significant difference in the temperature treatments (25*C = 0.150
0.093gl-min~1cm- 2 ; 27°C = 0.271 ± 0.204pl- min- cm-2 ; Figure 3) of overall
respiration rates. There was no significant difference between the respiration rates
measured in the first 3.5hr and second 3.5hr out of water for either temperature
(Table 1). There was a significant interaction in the volume of oxygen consumed
with regard to temperature and the first and second half of the time (p < .02;
Figure 7). At 25°C the volume consumed significantly dropped over time while at
27 0 C the volume remained statistically constant.
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Growth Under Different Feeding Regimes
The average buoyant weights are shown in Table 2 and Figure 8. There
was no significant difference in the overall CaCO 3 accretion of the corals with
regard to individual colony or number of feedings per week. There was also no
significant difference in CaCO 3 accretion with regard to the repeated
measurements for colony or feeding regime. However, the overall average
calcium carbonate accretion rate was significantly lower for the period comprising
43-56 days (p < .001) than in the other three periods.
The difference in percent increase of the number of polyps was significant
for individual colony (p < 0.01) but not for number of times fed (Table 3). Colony
K gained significantly more polyps over the 10 weeks than the other two colonies.
The percent increase in area was significant for both parent colony (p <
0.001) and for number of times fed (p < 0.00001; Table 3). Colony K gained a
higher percentage of area than both colony L and M. Feeding the corals three
times per week significantly increased their area over the other two feeding
regimes. At the beginning of the experiment, there was no significant difference
in the polyp density of the three feeding regimes. At the end of the 10 weeks, the
polyp density of corals fed once per week was significantly higher than those fed
twice per week (p < 0.05; Table 3) and those fed three times per week (p < 0.01).
There was no significant difference between those fed two and three times per
week. Corals fed once per week had a significant increase in polyp density from
the beginning to the end of the experiment (p < 0.05). Corals fed twice and three
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times per week showed no significant change. Colony L was significantly greater
overall polyp density than the other two colonies (p > 0.01; Table 3).
Explantation and Storing 5.1 cm M.faveolata
All of the M. faveolata explants appeared healthy and survived during

their year in the aquaria. The growth rates of the explants from each parent colony
were significantly different from the other parent colonies (p < 0.01, Table 4).
After placement at Looe Key, 28 (77.8%) corals were present after one year with
no mortality although eight colonies had been physically lost. Calcium carbonate
accretion of colony 1 was significantly less than colony 2 (p < 0.05) during the
first year in the field. After two years in the field, 23 (63.8%) were present. Again,
several cores were lost but none were observed to have died in situ. Calcium
carbonate accretion of colony 3 was significantly less than colony 2 (p < 0.05).
The mean growth rate of all the explants in the aquaria was 36.4 ± 10.5 mg/day,
34.79 ± 22.87 mg/day for the first year in the field and 65.17 ± 43.36 mg/day for
the second year in the field. Accretion in year 2 in the field was significantly
greater from the other two years (p < .001 for the first year in the field; p < .01 for
the aquarium). The accretion of CaCO3 in cores from colony 2 (90.60 ± 24.15)
was significantly greater than colony 3 (32.50 ± 22.39; p < 0.02) during the
second year in the field.
During the first year in the field there were no effects as to which mound
the explant was placed on or effects of orientation on growth rates. However,
there was a combined year and mound effect in the second year. The growth rate
of RTSlb in the second year (the mound closest to open water; 87.79 ± 42.28)
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was significantly greater (p < 0.05; Table 4) than that of the first year or RTS1 a

(32.74 f 25.56).
A number of qualitative observations were made regarding growth

morphology. Cores with epoxy at the edge of the tissue grew smoothly over the
epoxy and onto the ReefMount. Cores that were epoxied at the core base but with
exposed skeleton between the epoxy and tissue developed a mushroom shape,
which allowed the exposed skeleton to be colonized by algae and small encrusting
invertebrates. In the field, cores that were placed vertically or intermediately had
most of their growth on the lower side of the core with almost no growth on the
upper side. On the topside there was a layer of fine sediment and filamentous red
algae. One core appeared to have white plague disease that affected -%4 of the
explant area; however, it recovered. Several explants bleached to varying degrees
(none severely) over the summer months of 1998 and subsequently recovered.
As of May 1999, all three donor colonies were still alive and growing. On
each of the colonies some of the cores had partially grown over their epoxy plugs,
while some had not (pers. com. Erich Mueller).
Storing M. faveolata and A. cervicornis

The A. cervicornis explants in the aquarium began to grow over their
epoxy bases within weeks. After a month, they began to lighten in color; some
had dark spots inside the calyxes. Necrosis of the tissue began within the next two
weeks, beginning either at the base or the growing tip and progressing toward the
opposite end. Some explants no longer had white tips, suggesting that they had
ceased growing. The four explants from colony A were dead within two months.
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Those from colony B died over six months while some of the colony C explants
survived as long as eight months (Figure 10).
A. cervicornis on the array remained healthy. After 6 months, one explant
was lost. Of the remaining five branches, all but two had broken. What remained

was healthy. The loss of the broken pieces rendered the volume method for
growth measurement invalid. After nine months, Hurricane Georges (25
September 1998) caused a line from a lobster trap to be wrapped around the array,
bending two arms and dislodging the corals. Two branches were retrieved and
replaced onto the array; they were healthy as of May 1999 (18 months into the
experiment).
A. cervicornisexplants on the substrate remained healthy except that after
six months, one branch was dead from an unknown cause, one was broken and
another was missing. The remaining nine corals were dark in color, and appeared
healthy with several producing new branches. After Hurricane Georges, seven
were located with live tissue, including several buried in the sediment. Some had
started new branches and most were dark in color. As of May 1999, seven were
still alive, dark in color with new branches. The Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA shows
a significant difference in that the aquarium had a lower survival rate (0.0%) than
the storage on the array (75%) or on the substrate (75%) after 10 months (p <
0.0001).
After 5 months, the M. faveolata cores in the aquarium began to exhibit
signs of disease. Only one core had begun growing over the epoxy while the rest
of the cores lost tissue, some to as few as four polyps. In several cases, the only
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visible tissue left was down in the calices of a few polyps with none of the
coenosarc apparent. Three of the cores died, two from parent colony F and one
from E. After seven months and the installation of an UV water sterilizer, the

cores began to recover. The coenosarc reappeared and polyps reconnected.
Tentacles became visible and active. After two months, the cores began to decline
again and die. Three more cores died at nine months. All of colony F was then
dead as were one sample from each of the other colonies (Figure 10). By July
1998, there were only three cores left, all from colony E. These were taken from
the aquarium and placed at Newfound Harbor (RTS3).
The twelve M.faveolata cores on the array remained healthy, with tissue
growing over the epoxy, until August 1998 (12 months into the experiment) when
Hurricane Georges hit. Then nine remained. As of May 1999, eight were present.
Most of these had grown over the epoxy and most of the ReefMounts.
M.faveolata cores on the substrate at RTS3 were all present and healthy
until May 1998 when three were observed to be missing. The remaining cores
were observed to be healthy at that time. Three of the ReefMounts were broken
and needed replacement. The cores were taken back to the PKMRC, repaired, and
returned the following day. After Hurricane Georges, only one core was left. Its
ReefMount had a broken stem that had been repaired with duct tape and had been
wedged into the hole. This core had a dead spot, possibly due to injury during the
storm. The tissue was growing over the epoxy on all but a small section. This core
remained there until May 1999 when it was transferred to the array at RTS2.

There was notably more tissue covering the ReefMounts of the cores kept on the
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array than the core that had been at RTS3. A lost core was found a few days later
in the surrounding rubble with live tissue and also moved to the array. The

Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA showed a significantly higher survival rate of the corals
on the array (66.0%) than in the other two treatments (25% for the aquarium and
0.8% for the substrate; p < 0.0001).
As of August 1999, all three donor colonies of M. faveolata were still
alive but in varying degrees of health. Parent colony D had 9 core holes that could
be recognized. Two of these exhibited growth over the epoxy plugs, which
appeared as dimples in the tissue. The rest of the cores that could be identified had
grown smaller and seemed to be continuing to heal. The surrounding tissue was 3
- 5mm above the level of the epoxy. There was a dead spot, approximately 28cm
x 10cm, that could have included the three missing core holes. There was no sign
of the epoxy in this area. There was also no obvious reason for the dead spot. The
colony had been visited in July 1998 (10 months after the cores were done) at
which time there had been no sign of any tissue loss. Colonies E and F appeared
healthy. One core hole could not be located on colony E. Three of the wounds
were healed to dimples and the rest showed that the tissue was advancing with the
exception of one hole where an encrusting worm had enlarged the area. Colony F
had four holes completely grown over that were barely evident. Five holes were
partially grown over and three were the original size. Of those three, two had
large encrusting worms living on the epoxy.
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The donor colonies of A. cervicornis were not relocated. However,
subsequent visits to the donor reef area showed a marked reduction in the A.
cervicornis population (pers. obs.).

No Maintenance Storing of Acroporids
The accretion of calcium carbonate by all explants of A. cervicornis in the
field (38.59 ± 12.16 mg/day; Table 5) was not significantly greater than in the
tank (24.29 ± 8.85 mg/day) and there was no significant difference between the
two colonies. There was also no significant difference in linear extension between
the field (40.15 ± 9.98 mm) and the tank (31.38 ± 12.57 mm), however;
maximum basal width was significantly greater (p < 0.00001) in the tank (56.00 ±
4.42 mm) than in the field (27.52 ± 2.30 mm). There was no intercolony
difference with respect to linear extension/growth (p > 0.05).
The accretion of calcium carbonate of the A. palmata in the field (111.86
30.70 mg/day) was significantly greater (p < 0.01) than that in the tank (64.62 ±
14.74 mg/day). There was also a significant difference (p < 0.001) in linear
extension between the field (40.68 ± 9.85 mm) and the tank (16.18 ±5.48 mm).
As seen with A. cervicornis,the maximum basal diameter was much greater (p <

0.0001) in the tank (84.40 ± 12.46 mm) than in the field (44.53 ± 8.54 mm). There
were no significant differences between the two colonies in any of the measured
parameters.

One A. cervicornis branch died, apparently soon after placement into the
open water system since it exhibited no growth. Three of the A. cervicornis

branches were broken on the array: one was completely lost, one had been broken
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down to a short stub, and the third was found in the sand and was matched to its
base.

The A. cervicornis explants placed in the tank had little or no branching
while those on the array formed 2-6 branches. The basal growth of the explants in
the tank was very extensive while the basal growth in the field was minimal. This
trend was also observed with A. palmata.
The explants were returned to the reefs where collected.

DISCUSSION
Respiration in Sub-Aerial Conditions
The intermittent nature of the respiration of coralsdemonstrated in this
study is not without precedent. Barnhart and McMahon (1987) point out that a
wide variety of animals, including hibernating mammals (Bickler 1984), reptiles
(Ackerman and White 1979; Glass and Johansen 1979; Hicks and Reidesel 1983),
and resting or dormant insects (Miller 1974; Edney 1978) demonstrate some type
of periodic or intermittent CO 2 release. Aestivating snails of have been shown to
have discontinuous respiration (Herreid 1977; Barnhart and McMahon 1987;
Churchill and Storey 1989; Storey and Storey 1990; Hermes-Lima et al. 1998).
So, too, have the pupae of large saturniid moths (Miller 1974; Edney 1978).
The only reference found in which respiration of a coral was measured out
of water (Romaine et al. 1997) did not find intermittent respiration in the airexposed coral Stylophora pistillata,although, it could have been missed due to the
methodology. In their experimental procedure respiration was not measured
continuously and flushing of the Infra-Red Gas Analyzer chamber could have
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negated a possible trigger for intermittent respiration. S. pistillata is a branching,
shallow water species that may have adapted to exposure to air differently than

the mounding M. faveolata, which tends to be in deeper waters where exposure
does not occur. The difference in methodology of maintaining the moisture of the
corals (humidity maintained over 90% vs. seawater in the bag with little air space)
may have triggered different responses. Romaine et al. (1997) ran their
experiment for only 4 hours. If intermittent gas exchange occurs in S. pistillata, it
may take longer than 4 hours to commence.
Effects of Intermittent Gas Exchange - Intermittent gas exchange involves

a buildup of CO 2 in the tissues of the coral (Romaine et al. 1997). The partial
pressures would involve a larger amount of CO 2 than 02 because the capacity of
body fluids is much higher for CO 2 in tissue (Dejours 1981). This means that a
change in the mode of respiration may only slightly affect 02 content in the tissue
but cause a prolonged period of net CO 2 release or accumulation in the body
fluids. This would account for the intermittent readings in this experiment. CO 2
accumulation in the tissue might lower cellular metabolism (Barnhart and
McMahon 1987) by lowering intercellular pH (Burton 1976; Barnhart 1986b;
Barnhart and McMahon 1987). However, Storey and Storey (1990) point out that
quiescence, a torpor-like state, tends to set in quickly in relation to the change in
CO 2 concentration. They suggest that this condition may facilitate continued
metabolic depression. Barnhart and McMahon (1987) also suggest that lowered
metabolism may induce hypoventilation in snails and would cause CO 2
accumulation.
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There have been many studies of coral respiration (McCloskey et al. 1978)

in P/I curve studies (Chalker 1981; Chalker et al. 1983; Leletkin, et al. 1993),
while examining carbon or nitrogen budgets (Coles and Jokiel 1977; Muscatine et
al. 1981; Davies 1984; Szmant-Froelich and Pilson 1984) and while assessing the
effects of changing conditions or stresses on the corals of several different species

(Davies 1980; McCloskey and Muscatine 1984; Porter et al. 1984; Anderson et al.
1986; Muthiga and Szmant 1987; Abdel-Salam and Porter 1988; Edmunds and
Davies 1988; Patterson et al. 1991; Telesnicki and Goldberg 1995).
Studies of aerial respiration of marine organisms are so far limited to
intertidal invertebrates as reviewed by Shick et al. (1988). Bivalves have reduced
oxygen consumption while exposed to air (Shick et al. 1988; Demers and
Guderley 1994) as does the sea anemone Anthopleura elegantissima (Shick and
Dykens 1984) and the giant clam Tridacnagigas (Mingoa-Licuanan 1993).
Intertidal barnacles go into quiescence (Barnes and Barnes 1957) while limpets
vary in their response depending on species, size and location on the shore

(Branch et al 1988).
Transporting corals by the dry method has its limits. Since there is no
photosynthesis or food consumption the time out of water should be limited to the
extent of the reserve energy in the coral tissue. M.faveolata did well for 8 hours

with no mortality. Carlson (1987, 1999) has successfully shipped corals using the
dry method for up to 24 hours. Desiccation, even in a high humidity environment,
would also be limiting. Romaine et al. (1997) showed reduced weight due to
water loss in a three hour experiment in an environment with a humidity >90%.
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By wrapping the corals in plastic bags in this experiment, desiccation may have
been minimized by restricting the amount of air space for water exchange. The
corals in this experiment were not moved. However, while on a boat, there could
be much movement. While in transit under these conditions, the 10-20ml of
seawater would have moved about and probably remoistened the tissue.

When removed from the manometers, the corals seemed to be devoid of
mucus (i.e., none came off the tissue when touched). It would seem reasonable to
expect with the reduction in metabolic rate would come a corresponding reduction
in mucus production. There is evidence that a mucus coating, while useful in
preventing desiccation, would also be a barrier to CO 2 and 02 exchange. Shephard
(1994) found a 30% reduction in gas exchange in fish with mucus covered gills. If
this were also true with corals, it may be to their advantage to stop producing
mucus so as to facilitate increased gas exchange and mitigate some of the CO 2
accumulation in the tissues rather than continue to produce mucus to prevent
desiccation.
Any measurement that could have been the product of anything other than
the respiration of the coral was disregarded (i.e., temperature or barometric
pressure changes). Consequently, the amount of respiration is probably
underestimated. The volume of 02 consumed was probably underestimated

because there was 2-3mm between the end and the first mark on the pipette so
that small amount was not included in the calculations. Also, there were a few
occasions where the soap bubble popped in the middle of a measurement. A new
bubble would be immediately started but the measurement would be below the
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true value. The passing of occasional summer storms also influenced the readings

of barometric pressure. While it is possible to make a manometer that is not
affected by changing barometric pressure, this experiment was underway when
the storms became a potential problem. In any event, a closed design would not

mimic the conditions of the dry method transport as well as the design used.
There was, however, enough respiration time without such complications to be
confident in the results of the experiment.
It would be best to repeat this experiment with better instrumentation,
either an 02 probe or an IRGA. This would make constant measurements more
accurate and complete. The manometer was sensitive enough for this experiment.
However, the manometer made it difficult to record complete data since it had to
be watched constantly and recorded manually for eight hours.
Having two separate pieces of coral in the chamber, even if they were
from the same parent colony, was probably a confounding factor. The two pieces
were used to increase the surface area to ensure that there was enough respiration
to register on the manometer.
Growth Under Different Feeding Regimes
The increased polyp density observed with low feeding frequentcies may
be a mechanism to increase the colony's chances of obtaining more plankton
when food is scarce. It could theoretically take more energy to make polyps than
coenosteum because of the more complex structure of the polyps. If this were so,
there would have to be a reason to use resources to increase polyp density such as
increasing the ability to capture prey. Corals capturing enough food to grow may
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be spending their energy more on space competition and not increasing food
intake. If prey availability affects polyp density then examining the polyp density
of coral skeleton may give clues to the food availability to that coral at different
time frames.

One colony in the experiment (colony K) had significantly more growth in
area and number of polyps. This demonstrates that these aspects of growth may
have a genetic component and may be something to consider when choosing
donor colonies. Another possible factor affecting how fast explants increase in
area or make new polyps may be their location on the donor colony. In this
experiment the fragments were all cut from skirt fragments less than a third of a
meter from the edge. Some of the fragments were cut from the very thin (less than
2 cm thick) edge of the skirts suggesting that these polyps were relatively young
compared to the pieces cut from tissue further from the edge, where the skirt was
more than 10cm thick. Young polyps may have an accelerated growth rate,
especially those on the edge that are in direct competition with surrounding
species. It is possible that colony K, just due to circumstances of the
shape/configuration of the skirt fragments collected, had more samples from the
edge than the other two colonies. However, the original placement of the samples
was not documented so this variable could not be tracked here.
It would be necessary to test individual species for their optimum feeding
regime since the relative contribution of captured prey and zooxanthellate
products to the energy needs of corals appears to vary from species to species
(Johannes et al. 1970; Porter 1976). It may be necessary to investigate the
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nutritionally optimum zooplankton to feed corals as well, since Szmant-Froelich
and Pilson (1980) point out that some Artemia sp. are more nutritional than

others. Corals in the field have almost certainly a more diverse diet. Schauer et al.
(1979) and Porter (1974) showed that up to nine phyla have been found in the gut
contents of various species. These prey animals probably vary in nutritional value
and biochemical makeup possibly making some more important than others or
some combination of animals necessary for optimum growth. Yonge and Nichols
(1931) and Porter (1978) found that corals digest their food in 3 to 13 hours. This
means that each polyp may capture prey at least daily. Daily feedings may
optimize the growth rates but may "overfeed" the aquarium if the excess food is
not filtered out after each feeding opportunity.
The amount fed and frequency of feeding may be important. SzmantFroelich and Pilson (1984) found A. danae fed 3x/week grew three times faster
than corals fed the weekly amount all at once. For this species there may be a
limit to how much can be consumed and utilized in a given period of time. By
spreading the availability of food out over the week the coral may be able to
optimize nutrient intake. In a similar experiment, Szmant-Froelich and Pilson
(1980) found that freshly collected corals had tissue composition (lipid/protein
ratios, carbohydrate and zooxanthellae content) more similar to corals fed
3x/week than the other feeding regimes. This suggests that corals provided with
zooplankton feed often.

The use of two flow regimes when feeding the corals was probably
unnecessary as little prey capture probably occured when the water was still. The
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Artemia are capable of avoidance behavior and were probably not coming into
contact with tentacles until the power heads began providing an oscillating water

flow providing for more favorable prey capture by the corals. Corals have more
successful prey capture in moving water than in still (Helmuth and Sebens 1993;
Johnson and Sebens 1993; Sebens et al. 1997). The corals in this experiment were
mostly flat and horizontal except for later in the experiment when the tissue
advanced over the sides of the squares. Helmuth and Sebens (1993) showed that
Agaricia agracitiesin its horizontal plate form were able to feed over the entire
area of the colonies. Behavior observations suggested that currents originating
within the polyps aided the particle capture. Flow was necessary to deliver the
prey to the colony and the corals were probably able to capture prey even though
most of their polyps were not in the turbulent sides. Johnson and Sebens (1993)
showed that flat corals had lower capture rates downstream. The oscillating water
in the aquariums appeared to increase plankton capture within and between the
corals.
If the water had been kept still for a prolonged period it may have created
a health problem for the corals. Patterson (1985) found that water motion affects
photosynthesis and respiration in M. annulariusas did Dennison and Barnes
(1988) in Acorporaformosa. Jokiel (1978) showed that water motion affected
growth, mortality and reproduction of several coral species. The lack of water
motion affects CO 2 and 02 exchange (Jokiel 1978).
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Storing M. faveolata and A. cervicornis
Each storage method investigated here has advantages as well as
disadvantages. Closed aquaria allow corals to be maintained under controlled, and

potentially optimized, conditions. The usefulness of the closed aquaria was
demonstrated with the successful storage of the 5.1cm cores of M.faveolata in
experiment 1. Although conditions such as temperature and light may not have
been optimal, growth rates, as measured by buoyant weight increase, were
comparable to those measured at offshore reef locations. Aquaria can also be used
for culture, growing small corals to a size that is amenable for transplantation.
Compared to field storage, corals can be more easily monitored. Another
advantage to keeping corals in aquaria is a reduction in fouling and the explants
require much less cleaning to weigh than cores that have been in the field, either
on an array or on the substrate. This reduces spatial competition and appears to
allow the corals to increase surface area more rapidly.
Disadvantages of closed aquaria include the fact that they require the
highest amount of maintenance and impose the highest monetary and time cost of
the three options examined here. They require daily monitoring and frequent
cleaning. If pathogenic organisms are introduced, as may have occurred when
new M. faveolata cores were added, the closed system may become an incubation
chamber for disease. It is also possible that the pathogenic organisms were present
all along but that conditions became stressful for corals or favorable for the
pathogen. The closed system may also lead to concentrated levels of pathogens,
thus helping to overcome coral defenses. Such problems occurred after other
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corals had been successfully housed in the aquaria in previous experiments so this
was not a persistent problem but an incidental one. The infected aquarium has
since been broken down, sterilized, and successfully restarted; corals have been

introduced with no sign of disease recurring. A remedy for this potential problem
may be a quarantine tank for observation of disease signs and, possibly,
preventive treatment.

The corals that lost tissue did not display signs of previously described
diseases. The malady affecting A. cervicornis was somewhat like white-band
disease (WBD) except that tissue loss sometimes started at the colonial tips, not
always at the base as described by Gladfelter, et al. (1977). However, Precht and
Aronson (1977) describe WBD as progressing "usually from the base to tip" but
give no further description of other patterns. Tissue loss was also much slower
than usually reported for white-band. In M.faveolata it took several weeks to go
over 2.5cm cores, leaving isolated patches of tissue. These signs were unlike any
diseases described thus far. The presence of folliculinids on the M.faveolata may
be an indication of increased bacterial levels in the aquarium since folliculinids
consume bacteria. Increased bacteria levels may have been either the source or the
result of disease. Folliculinids have not been implicated in any disease state
previously described although they have been found associated with diseased
corals in the field (D. Santavy, per. com).
The open-water system at Lee Stocking Island worked very well for
storage of acroporids although growth rates were generally lower than in the field.

With only routine system maintenance, all but one coral survived and appeared to
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be healthy. However, there are considerations that must be taken into account
before using an open seawater system. The seawater source must be of high

quality, as was the case at Lee Stocking Island. Experience with open seawater
systems in the Florida Keys has shown that the systems are not suitable for yearround maintenance of reef corals. The temperature of near-shore waters in the
Keys varies beyond the tolerances of reef corals (Mueller, per. com., per. obs).

Salinity variation and periods of high turbidity are also problematic. Unless
specifically treated, the incoming seawater provides continual opportunities for
pathogens to be introduced into the system in the seawater.
The arrays elevated the corals from the substrate, thereby reducing the
potential for sand scour, predation and competition. One of the 5.1cm cores and a
few of the A. cervicornis explants on the reef substrate showed signs of
competition with adjacent gorgonians and other benthic organisms in the form of
tissue retraction where the organisms touched. The A. cervicornis colonies were
moved but those of M. faveolata could not be. However, arrays are vulnerable to
fishing lines and lobster trap lines moved about during storms as evidenced by the
array on Looe Key that had to be repaired twice. The survival rate of the 2.5 cm
cores on the array was 100% until Hurricane Georges. In another investigation
that used the same type of array, 5.1 cm cores of M.faveolata had survival rates
of 83.3% in nearshore waters and 91.7% in offshore waters over a year (Cook et
al. in press; Table 6). These survival rates suggest that arrays, especially offshore,
may be useful for the short to long-term storage of Montastraea and, probably,

other massive coral species. That the arrays at RTS2 and in the Bahamas had a
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slight movement in the surge that may have contributed to the breakage of
acroporids.
Neither the 5.1 nor the 2.5cm cores of M.faveolata cores were

permanently attached to the substrate so the direct transplant approach was not
fully tested. The cores were not securely attached because of the growth
measurement techniques used (i.e. buoyant weight and volume). Using adequate

amounts of epoxy would have increased the retention rates of the explants placed
directly on the substrate. The same applies to the A. cervicornis in experiment 3.
Placing A. cervicornison the substrate (at 6m depth) using the Key Largo
limestone blocks was successful to a point. This method is best for very shortterm storage (days to weeks) during calm conditions.
The variance in calcium carbonate accretion by all three species examined
was greater in the field than in the aquarium or open seawater system. However,
in the first year in the field, three explants lost mass, as did two in the second
year. Even though the cores were within meters of each other, there may have
been slight differences in environments. Some bleached more than others did,
some were initially affected by fish grazing while those nearby were not, and a
few were affected by gorgonians touching them. Despite this, the overall growth
rate in the second year in the field accelerated over the two previous years. The
difference probably has little to do with the storage strategy but is probably a
consequence of the increasing perimeter and surface area. Variance is also

expected to increase as faster growing explants accelerate in their growth rate.
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This highlights the importance of using corals of equal size (diameter and area)
over relatively short periods of time for testing various conditions.

Finally, a difference was found between the two RTS 1 sites. Even though
the mounds were only 7.1m apart, corals on the mounds with closest proximity to
the open water grew faster, perhaps due to hydrodynamic conditions or plankton

availability, there is also the possibility that the difference may simply be an
artifact of the low sample size.
Donor Survival
For M.faveolata, the survival of the donor colonies was 100% for both
core sizes taken. This demonstrates that this type of fragmentation can be used
successfully and still maintain the topographical complexity and biological
function of the donor site. There was no obvious reason for the dead spot on
colony D. The colony had been examined in July 1998 and there was no sign of
any tissue loss so it is unlikely that the coring caused the necrosis. The explants
from colony D succumbed to the disease in the aquaria.

Partial tissue loss from injury is normal in the life of a coral (Porter 1972;
Woodley et al. 1981; Bythell et al. 1993; Knowlton et al. 1981; Fishelson 1973;
Glynn 1988; Bak and Van Eys 1975). The regeneration capabilities of corals
suggest that they have adapted to the common occurrence of small lesions
(Meesters et al. 1996; Meesters et al. 1997). Meesters et al. (1997) found that
tissue regeneration is initially fast, then slows over time. This would explain the
partial covering of the epoxy in both core hole sizes. Normally the quick
regeneration of tissue would be important because algae and other organisms,
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including bioeroders, will colonize any area of skeleton left uncovered. The

bioeroders would undermine the health and, possibly, the life of the colony.
However, epoxy over the exposed skeleton prevents bioeroders from entering.
One core hole was expanded apparently by the presence of an encrusting worm.
The tissue may eventually grow over the worm and its hard casing will still

prevent bioerosion.
Meesters et al. (1997) found that M. annulariswould regenerate a
maximum of 4.7 mm 2 of tissue for every mm of wound perimeter. The 2.54 cm
core has a 99.8 mm circumference and an area of 791.7 mm 2 . The 5.1cm core
leaves a hole 179.5 mm in circumference and 2565.2 mm 2 in area. Assuming that
similar regeneration rates apply to M.faveolata, the smaller hole would leave
322.8 mm 2 unregenerated after a year and the larger hole would leave 1721.5
mm 2 unregenerated. This agrees with observations of the tissue surrounding the

core holes in this experiment (no direct measurements were taken). Ten months
into the experiment the holes were well on their way to closing but had not
progressed much further in most cases when observed 23 months after the cores
were taken. These observations suggest that the recovery/regeneration rates and
profiles of M.faveolata and M. annularisare similar. The area of the wound is
maximized in this case because of its circular shape. Bak and Stewart van Es
(1980) found that if a lesion exceeds a certain size (different for each species) the
tissue would not regenerate. The 5 cm 2 core may be in the range of that size for
M. faveolata. A better approach may be to take the explants from the edge of the
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skirt of the colony to create what Meesters et al. (1996) refer to as a type II lesion
(not completely surrounded by tissue as in type I) by breaking off the edge. This
may result in a more rapid replacement of the explanted tissue. The use of epoxy
to patch the skeleton, making the area unavailable to bioeroders, would mitigate
any disadvantage in competition caused by taking the explant from the coral.
When using coring to explant corals, it may be wise to consider the
stresses the donor colony may undergo after explantation. Regeneration rates are
reduced by temperature-related bleaching (Meesters and Bak 1993) and
sedimentation (Meesters et al. 1992), probably due to the extra demands on
energy that these stresses cause. Explants should not be taken in the month or two
before a spawning event because regeneration reduces the energy available for
reproduction (Van Venghel and Bak 1994). The method described in this paper
may be useful for the explant of species other than those studied here, but baseline
research would be required. Different species differ in their capacity for
regeneration (Bak 1983; Meesters et al. 1992; Bak and Meesters 1996), and there
may be species for which would be inappropriate.
As noted above, the donor colonies of A. cervicorniswere not relocated.
The decline of A. cervicornis in the Florida Keys has been so dramatic in the last
few years that the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary has severely limited
issuance of permits for its collection. The acroporids are under consideration for
addition to the list of endangered species in North America.
The donor colonies of A. palmata in the Bahamas appeared healthy and
were continuing to grow. This demonstrates that explantation of a coral species
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that reproduce primarily by fragmentation is a reasonable option for restoration

purposes. Most importantly, it fulfills the goal of minimizing the impact to the
donor site and maintaining the complexity of the substrate.

Morphology
Growth morphology was affected by reattachment orientation. In the field,
M.faveolata cores that were placed in vertical or intermediate orientations on the
substrate had more growth on the lower side. The upward-facing surfaces were
covered with filamentous red algae and a substantial layer of fine sediment, either
of which, or both, may have inhibited the tissue from advancing. All explants in
aquaria and on the arrays were maintained horizontally so the effect of the
environment in relation to the angle of attachment was not tested.
In the no-maintenance storage experiment, the colony morphologies of
both A. cervicornisand A. palmata were strongly affected by how they were
stored. Basal growth was significantly higher in the seawater system than on the
array for both species. This suggests that by placing explants in such a facility the
bases would become more secure in a few months, thus adding to the chances of
successful explantation.
There are several possible explanations for the morphological responses.
The first difference is water flow (unidirectional vs. oscillatory). Both species
exhibited more branching in the field than samples held in the aquarium.
Branching in an oscillatory environment may increase propagation because of
increased breakage from wave energy. Branching fragments survive and produce
a new colony, by keeping part of the fragment slightly off the bottom and
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reducing its tendency to roll. Another possible explanation is related to the light
regimes. In the tank, the corals were exposed to direct sunlight only around noon;
the tank walls and the heavy screening (which was fouled with algae), blocked
direct light during the morning and afternoon. Also, the tank was black and did

not reflect light. Growing a wide horizontal base may optimize light capture
where under these conditions. On the reef, the corals were exposed to irradiance
from all directions. Branching may allow a more efficient capture of scattered
light. Finally, the presence of large numbers of snails in the tanks (unidentified
ceriths) may have encouraged the basal growth by removing all potentially
competing algae. This is consistent with aquarium observations where the
reduction of competition for space appears to encourage lateral growth. On the
other hand, A. palmata calcified more in the field than in the tank, an effect that
could not be determined for A. cervicornis as breakage and death excluded three
samples.
Effects of Fragment Size
There appeared to be no difference in survival of the two different sized
cores although these experiments did not provide rigorous testing of the minimum
viable size (Table 6). The smaller (2.5cm) cores survived well except where
mechanical loss occurred, and in the aquaria. This was probably a result of
circumstance rather than a size effect. Thus, the smallest viable size is probably
smaller than the 2.5 cm tested here. However, smaller sizes would be expected to
make the explants more vulnerable to predation by corallivores, non-selective
grazers and spatial competition. Also, there is probably little value in deploying
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explants of smaller size (except see the previous discussion regarding healing of
donor colonies).
ReefMounts

The design of the ReefMounts made it easy to handle cores without
touching live tissue. ReefMounts fit readily into inexpensive and easily made
PVC racks when maintained in open or closed aquarium systems. This design
makes it necessary to drill holes into the substrate for field deployment but allows
for a secure emplacement on virtually any angle (assuming that sufficient
amounts of epoxy are used). The design also allows corals to grow over the edge
onto surrounding substrate with a natural look.
The ReefMounts were made of the same standard ceramic material but
were acquired from two different sources, a commercial ceramics shop in

Alabama and a local craft shop in Marathon, FL. However, due to differences in
the casting processes, we did experience structural problems with those from one
of the sources. The ReefMounts were hollow and broke easily where the stem
joined the top. This breakage accounted for virtually all of the losses in
experiment 3. This problem was nonexistent in experiment 1 where the better
quality (solid) mounts were used.
Growth Measurements
The buoyant weight method was used in two experiements. This provides
a sensitive and well-accepted measure of calcification (Jokiel, 1978; Dodge et al.,
1984; Davies, 1989). However, this method also requires retrieving the cores and
making measurements with a very stable balance (i.e. on land or on a large ship).
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Thorough removal of encrusting algae and other biota is also necessary and can
be a time-consuming task. Buoyant weight is inappropriate for corals placed
permanently on the reef for restoration for obvious reasons, but may be

appropriate to track the growth of corals while in storage in aquaria or in the field
if they have the capability of being retrieved. Measurement of linear extension is
only one aspect of growth as are basal growth, thickening, or branching. These
individual measurements are important for interpreting the types of growth but
provide only a partial picture, whereas change in buoyant weight integrates all
types of skeletal accretion.
Volumetric measurement was attempted in the comparative storage
method experiment as a means of obtaining an integrated measure of growth in
the field but was found to be problematic. The M.faveolata cores grew too slowly
for an accurate measurement of growth. The signal-to-noise ratio was very low

and no discernible growth was detected. This method may have utility but it is
essential that minimum-sized vessels be used for a given coral. In the case of A.
cervicornis,branches broke and were lost onto the reef during the experiment
making it impossible to repeat measurements. Even if they did not break,
branching would make it necessary to use larger vessels, further decreasing the
signal-to-noise ratio.
Conclusions
The research reported here provides new information with respect to the
potential effects of size of M.faveolata explants and different storage methods for
corals. Although I did not determine the minimum viable size for M.faveolata,
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use of explants less than 2.5cm in diameter is probably impractical. Direct
transplantation subjects the explant to only one move, which minimizes
opportunity for injury, and is relatively low in cost and maintenance. However,
the explants are subject to loss if the corals are not securely attached. Arrays are

useful for storage and culture of explants. Arrays can reduce competitive and
predatory pressures and protect from sand scour. They require lower maintenance
and cost than aquaria (but higher than direct transplantation). Arrays are

susceptible to damage from lines because they are raised above the rest of the
substrate. Storage in aquaria is an option for holding and culturing corals.
Aquarium storage reduces encrustation on epoxy and ReefMounts and can
provide conditions for optimum growth. Bacterial infection is a potential factor in
aquariums. Aquaria require higher maintenance and cost than do arrays and direct
transplantation.
In summary, I found: 1) all three species examined here recovered and
grew after explantation, 2) the type of storage facility and orientation of cores
affects morphology of all three species, 3) the "dry method" works well for
transportation, 4) epoxies do not appear to be toxic, 5) increased feeding

decreases the polyp density and increases growth rate and 6) M. faveolata
explants will survive as small as 2.5 cm in diameter.
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Table 1. Measurements of respiration of M. faveolata in a manometer under the
conditions of being transported by the dry method.

1st Half

2nd Half

Total
27

25

± 0.185 0.131

+

0.122 0.262 ± 0.170

0.043 0.212 ± 0.063 0.174 ± 0.115 0.137 ± 0.037 0.158

±

0.058 0.145

27

25

25

Colony K 0.104

±

0.071 0.506 ± 0.406 0.115 ± 0.162 0.188

Colony L

±

0.171

27

±

0.017

Colony M 0.116 + 0.056 0.461

±

0.291 0.013 ± 0.022 0.337 ± 0.187 0.169 ± 0.092 0.470 ± 0.257

Overall

±

0.295 0.099 ± 0.116 0.222 ± 0.164 0.150 + 0.093 0.289

0.127

±

0.061 0.392

±

0.216

Volume Oxygen Consumed (pl/cm2)
Colony K

11.24 + 11.15 6.41

±

2.41

2.07 + 4.63

6.40 ± 7.33

13.31 + 12.95 12.81 ± 8.78

Colony L

9.07

5.60

8.13± 1.25

7.12± 6.91

10.79

4.25

16.19± 6.12

18.92 ±4.32

Colony M

7.21

4.22

4.20 ± 2.36

0.23 ± 0.45

8.85

5.73

7.43 + 4.54

13.05 ± 6.78

Overall

9.35

7.69

6.23

2.72 ± 4.93

8.78

5.57

12.07 ± 9.30

15.01 ± 6.82

±

±

2.48

±

Time of Respiration (min)

Colony K

64.2 ± 39.1

18.3

Colony L

51.7 ± 23.1

41.1

Colony M

45.8

30.7

12.6 ± 12.2

Overall

55.0

31.3

23.8

±

12.3

20.0 ±28.2

19.5± 19.1

72.2 ± 51.8

37.8

14.2

47.2 ± 59.9

71.5

9.0

98.9

**112.6

22.0 ± 16.5

48.8

34.8

**34.6 ± 19.3

36.8

71.1

44.3

60.6±39.2

±

38.3

8.8

22.8

±

16.7

6.0 ± 8.5

27.6 ±41.3
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27.6

Table 2. The average buoyant weights and gains of 5cm2 Montastraeafaveolata
samples cut from three different colonies and under three different feeding
regimes (once, twice, and three times per week).
Average Buoyant Weight (g)
Day

Colony

56

70

K
L
M

41.32
8.09 42.48 ± 8.29 42.81 ± 8.18
40.20 11.20 40.92 + 11.68 41.26 ± 11.72
39.40± 6.71 39.85
6.50 40.11 ± 6.31

43.06± 8.16
41.46 + 11.88
40.33
6.18

43.72 ± 7.93
42.31 ±11.36
40.71 ± 6.13

Overall

40.30± 8.65 41.08± 8.88 41.39± 8.83

41.62± 8.86

42.24± 8.58

41.13± 7.44 41.58± 7.06 41.82± 6.88
41.74 11.55 42.67 12.29 42.81 ± 12.35

41.96± 6.75

41.12± 7.25

43.02± 12.48
39.86± 6.55

43.34
42.85

Times
Fed/Week
1X

2X
3X

0

28

38.04± 6.38 38.99

42

6.51 39.55 ± 6.49

11.87
6.00

Average Weight Gain (mg/day)

Colony

K
L
M
Overall

1-28
29-42
41.48 + 21.01 23.57 ± 45.63
25.80 41.95 24.53 ±26.15
15.93 ±10.28 19.18 ± 17.49
27.74 ± 28.96 22.43 ± 31.16

43-56
17.78 ± 25.59
14.27±34.15
15.26 ±11.99
15.77 ± 24.89

57-70
47.01 ± 34.78
60.25 ±76.01
27.55
8.89
44.94 ± 49.05

Overall
34.26 ± 12.21
30.13± 19.49
18.77 ± 11.06
27.72 ± 15.77

Times
Fed/Week

1X
2X
3X

16.09 ±20.64 17.34 24.40 9.85
33.39 ±39.11 10.13 ±40.74 14.79
33.73 ±22.16 39.82 17.64 22.67

63

19.40
34.79
17.14

41.40± 35.63
59.48 ±76.25
33.56 14.64

27.66 11.06
31.54± 16.19
23.66± 20.30

Table 3. Polyp count, area change and polyp
faveolata from three colonies and under three
twice and three time per week). Colony K had a
0.01) in the percent increase of polyps than the

density of 5cm2 samples of M.
different feeding regimes (once,
significantly greater increase (p <
other two colonies but there was

no significant increase in polyp count for feeding regime. Colony K had a
significantly greater increase (p < 0.01) in area than the other two colonies and
corals fed three times per week had a significantly greater increase (p < 0.00001)
in area than the other two colonies. Polyp density significantly increased (p <

0.05) in corals fed once per week.
Polyp Count

Colon
K

PRE
150.4±11.3

POST
201.8±17.2

CHANGE
% CHANGE
51.4±22.3** 35.1±17.6

L
M

210.8±29.4
161.2± 17.7

251.4±29.3
191.0±21.6

40.7± 17.2
29.8± 16.6

19.9± 9.6
18.9± 10.9

174.1 ± 33.5

214.8 ± 34.9

40.6 ± 20.4

24.6 ± 14.8

173.3 ± 28.7
179.8 ± 44.7
169.3 ± 27.4

212.3 ± 32.9
223.4 ± 40.4
208.1 ± 33.7

39.0 ± 22.1
43.6 ± 22.9
38.8 ± 18.0

23.4 ± 14.7
26.8 ± 18.6
23.5 ± 12.0

Overall
TIMES
FED/WEEK
1X
2X
3X
Colony

Area(cm^2)

K

25.41 ±2.14

29.45 ±3.06

4.04 ±3.12

16.33 ±13.10

L
M
Overall
TIMES
FED/WEEK
lx
2X
3X

26.86 ± 1.76
25.16 ± 1.86
25.81 ± 2.02

31.85 ± 5.26
29.69 ± 3.78
31.81 ± 5.34

9.43 ± 4.80
4.53 ± 4.17
6.00 ± 4.68

34.75 ± 17.08**
18.63 ± 18.35
23.24 ± 17.90

25.31 ± 2.03
26.58±2.10
25.55 ± 1.86

28.29 ± 2.17
31.85±5.26
35.29 ± 5.61

2.98 ± 1.80
5.27±4.18
9.75 ± 4.80

12.06 ± 7.71
19.56± 15.11
38.09 ± 18.46**

Colon

Polyp Density (polyps/cm^2
0.95 ± 1.08
6.91 ± 0.82
5.95 ± 0.64
-0.83 ± 0.83
7.02 ± 0.90
7.85 ± 1.03
0.08 ±0.66
6.49 ±0.84
6.41 ±0.58
0.07 ±1.12
6.81 ±0.86
6.74 ±1.11

K
L
M
Overall
TIMES
FED/WEEK

iX
2X

6.64± 1.06
6.69 ± 1.01

7.16± 0.91
6.75 ± 0.68

0.53 ±1.03*
0.06 ± 0.97

3X

6.89 ± 1.33

6.51 ± 0.91

-0.38± 1.25
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Table 4. CaCO 3 accretion (normalized to mg/day) for the 5.1 cm
(2") cores of Montastraeafaveolataafter approximately one year in
an aquarium and then two consecutive years in the field. Year 2 in

the field was significantly different from the other two years (p <
0.001 for field, year 1, p < 0.01 for the aquarium). The second year
on mound b was significantly greater than the first year on either

mound (p < 0.05). There were no effects of orientation of
placement.
Calcium Carbonate Accretion

Colony
1
2

3
Combined

Aquarium
mean ±sd
45.85
36.92

±

n

8.62 12 **
5.12 12 **

26.27± 6.56 12 **
36.35± 10.54 36
3
2
1

Field (Year 1)
mean ±sd

n

19.93 ± 24.58 9 *
46.60 ± 15.77 12 *

33.45 21.72 7
34.79 ± 22.87 28
2
1
3

Field (Year 2)
mean sd
51.21
90.60

n

60.58 6
24.15 11 *

32.50 22.39 6 *
65.17 43.36 23 ***
3
1
2

Mound

a
b

*

32.74 ± 25.56 12
37.18 ±18.47 16

p<0.05

** p < 0.01
*** p < 0 .0 01
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45.03 ±35.56 11
87.79 ±42.28 12*

Table 5. Growth of Acropora cervicornis and A. palmata branches that were
stored in an open sea water system and in the field.

Acroporapalmata

Acropora cervicornis

Tank
mean
Measurement
CaCO3
accretion
(mg/day)
Vertical
Extension
(mm)
Maximum
Basal Growth

24.29

31.38

8.85

±

12.57

Tank
mean

n

4 ns

64.62

14.74

6

4 ns

16.18 ± 5.48

6

Field
n
mean

n

5

38.59± 12.16

5 40.15 ± 9.98

Field
mean
111.86

n
30.70 6 **

40.68 ± 9.85 6 **
*

56.00 ± 4.42

5 27.52

2.30

±

5 **
**

84.40 + 12.46

6

44.53 ± 8.54

6 **
**

*

(mm)
Colony A
mean

n

Colony B
mean

n

Colony A
mean

n

Colony B
mean

n

Measurement

CaCO3

33.62

±

15.63 5 26.92 ± 6.66 4 ns

73.45 ± 21.84 6

11.43 5 27.88± 7.85 4 ns

30.83 ±20.51 6

26.03

62.40

66.53 ± 28.78 6 ns

103.03 ± 38.69 6 ns

accretion

(mg/day)
Vertical

41.20

7.28 6 ns

Extension
(mm)

Maximum

43.52 ± 14.61

5 40.00

±

Basal Growth
(mm)
** p < 0.01

*** p <0.001
**** p < 0.0001
***** p < 0.00001

66

17.63

5 ns

±

18.52 6

Table 6. The percentage of corals surviving in three different treatments and in
two sizes.

Treatment

Location

period
(months)

Size
2.5 cm

5.1 cm

Transplant

tLooe Key

22

$Newfound
Harbor

8

*75.0

14

*8.3

*63.8

Array
§Tennessee Reef

12

§ Channel #5

12
8
14

100.0
*75.5

10
8

25.0

t Looe Key (RA)

91.7

83.3

Aquarium

t
$

t

Cores from experiment 1.

T Cores from experiment 3.
§ Cores from Cook et al (1999, submitted).
* All of the cores still present were alive.
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Figure 1. Map showing locations of Florida Keys restoration test sites (Bahamas

site not shown). The explantation and holding of M.faveolata was conducted at

Restoration Test Site 1 (RTS1), at Looe Key Reef. The experiment for storing and
explanting of M.faveolata and A. cervicornisemployed both RTS2, in the Looe

Key Special Use Zone, and RTS3, in the Newfound Harbor Sanctuary

Preservation Area. All were located in the Florida Keys National Marine

Sanctuary.
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d

Figure 2. Diagram of manometer from the side and from the top where a)
coral square, b) temperature logger, c) lead weight, d) plastic vial with
holes and filled with soda lime, e) water line of water bath, f) thermometer

and glass pipette, g) glass jar covered with aluminum tape to block light
and h) plastic bags around coral square.
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Mctler Balance

Plexiglas Stand

Water Line

Aquarium
Platormn

The coral explant was
Figure 3. Diagram of the buoyant weight set up.
in the aquarium. The walls of
placed on the platform hanging in the water
the Plexiglas stand minimized water movement caused by air movement.

'M

Figure 4. Cartoon of a coral attached to a ReefMountT M developed by Dr.
Erich Mueller.
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Figure 5. Volume measuring device used to measure the volume of corals while
still underwater.
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Respiration of Corals out of Water at Two Temperatures (C)
from Colony K
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Time

Figure 6. Graph showing the respiration rates over time on the same two coral
explants at 25 and 27UC.
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Volume of Oxygen Consumed by Corals out of Water
at Two Temperatures
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-

-
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Half

1
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** p < 0.01
Figure 7. Graph of the average 02 consumed in each half of measured time in the
manometer. The second half of time showed a significant difference in 02
consumed from the first half of measured time and for both temperatures.
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Average Weight of Each Colony Over 70
Days of the Feeding Experiement
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Figure 8. Graphs of the weights of the M. faveolata explants during the feeding
experiment.
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Figure 9. Graphs showing the number of live explants over
time in each of the three storage treatments of (A) M. faveolata
and (B) A. cervicornis.
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